Problem: Reoccurring software documentation fragments called documentation phrases crosscut documentation body and introduce undesired redundancy. The redundancy imposes problems with software documentation development and evolution. Objective: We want to reduce the negative effect caused by documentation phrases redundancy by centralizing the documentation phrases sources. This way a documentation phrase will have a single source that can be used for maintenance and evolution. Method: We discuss the nature of documentation phrases and argue for the support of their parametrization. We present a new documentation phrase instantiation method based on source code annotations. The provides free IDE support for writing documentation and is aided by our tool prototype. Results and contributions: Our contributions of this paper include identification of documentation phrase parametrization and the annotation-based documentation phrase instantiation. The annotation-based documentation phrase instantiation method enables to reduce the effort needed for documentation development and evolution.
Introduction
In this paper we address one of the most important topics in software construction process -program comprehension. Program comprehension is a process of retrieving information and knowledge about a software system by studying its source code. Smith [1] states that maintenance programmers spend approximately half of their time simply trying to understand the function of program code. This is even more significant if we consider that software system maintenance and evolution consumes up to 80 percent of system's lifetime [2] . Contributions to program comprehension aim to aid the process of understanding software sources and thus to reduce the time and costs associated with system maintenance and evolution. There is a well-known abstraction gap between design and implementation that has been documented by many, e.g., [3] . The design documents express developers ideas and intentions, but the code is written to comply with abstractions of the used programming language. Comprehension of such code is a challenge even for senior programmers. This problem is a consequence of poor communication of problem understanding. During the implementation phase programmers create their own mental model of the problem they solve and apply it in the code. Unfortunately, this mental model is many times lost, because programmers find writing internal documentation too demanding with very low return value. The low return value is a consequence of lack of foresight (a programmer can easily fall into illusion that since he understands the code now, he/she will understand it later too). However, the part about documentation writing being demanding is a fact. Writing documentation is not an easy task. One has to be able to clearly express his thoughts usually in form of text documents or structured diagrams. Writing good documentation for a piece of code takes usually even more time than implementing that piece itself. In the light of the illusion that they will understand the code later it is not a surprise that programmers tend to neglect documenting. The most appealing approach to a programmer would be to automatically generate documentation by analyzing source code. However, source code analysis for higher level information about its semantics is too complex to be realized efficiently (or even to realize at all). There are approaches that try to find code patterns to detect applied design patterns in source code, such as a recent work of Wegrzynowicz et al. [4] . However, these have to consider a wide set of implementation variants for each design pattern and still are not decisive -the tool cannot definitively decide, whether the matched implementation was intended to be design pattern or not. One can implement a code that will look like a singleton, but it is not. And vice versa, there are too many variants how to implement a design pattern (we got back to the abstraction gap between design and implementation). As this argument indicates, the problem is in variety of implementation variants for some design decision or a semantic property. The same goes the other way, the same piece of code can be interpreted differently according to its context and to a point of view. A programmer trying to understand the overall architecture of a system in order to extend it looks at it differently then a designer that tries to change a color of a button. The more problem-specific the piece of code is, the harder it is to understand (a programmer cannot match it to some common code pattern/idiom). These obstacles force us to still work in the field of manual documentation. Our paper presents our contributions in the field of documentation phrases. Documentation phrases are reoccurring documentation fragments that share the same semantics and crosscut documentation. A short version of this paper [5] presenting our first results was presented at international conference Informatics'2013. This paper has following contributions:
• Documentation phrase definition. The definition considers two cases of documentation phrases: static and parametrized. While static documentation phrases were discovered by Horie et al. [6] , the discovery of parametrized documentation phrases is our contribution.
• Decoupling of the documentation phrase and the documented program elements. Decoupling provides higher modularity of the documentation phrase.
• Annotation-based documentation phrase instantiation approach. This approach leverages source code annotations instead of custom JavaDoc tags to receive free tool support in form of code completion, on-the-fly syntax checking, and other standard IDE features.
The paper will begin with section 2 that explains a problem context and motivation for documentation phrases. This section states a documentation phrase definition that is one of the paper contributions. This section is followed by main body of the paper -section 3. This section explains our approach to support documentation phrases. It explains decoupling of documentation phrases from the source code to increase phrase modularity, the reasoning behind using source code annotations and binding between documentation phrases and annotations. Section 4 provides a brief explanation of the proposed methodology of using documentation phrases. The main body of the paper ends with section 5 that presents our prototype implementing annotation-based documentation phrase instantiation. The paper concludes with related work in section 6 and a conclusion in section 7.
Problem context
In the introduction we have already sketched basic context of our work. We focus on a subfield of program comprehension that deals with documentation, in particular internal documentation 1 . Internal documentation is supposed to bridge the gap between the design (and design decisions) and its implementation in the terms and abstractions of the used programming language (it describes the program elements such as classes and methods). To better reflect the programmer's intentions and the reasoning it is essential to document the code while appropriate mental models are still clear. Since comments are present in the source code they allow the programmer write them without the need of changing the tools and jumping between different documents. Of course, a tool or a paradigm support can be used to remove this issues with external documents and it can also lower demands to write simple and clear documentation. There have been many approaches that dealt with documenting, such as literate programming [1] or intentional source code views [7] . Still, most of the academic approaches never left the academic soil and the prevailing approaches in industry are the simple ones that have been around for some time, like JavaDoc for Java, XML Docs on .NET, and similar approaches on other platforms. Although we have rejected the documentation generation as unfeasible we do want to use tool support and generation as much as possible. However, instead of knowledge mining in source code and following natural language synthesis we were searching for simpler generation opportunities. This section introduces documentation phrases, reoccurring domain specific idioms in documentation. A documentation phrase expresses a single semantic or design property of program elements to which the phrase is bound. Documentation phrases introduce redundancy to documentation and our goal in this work is to remove this redundancy. To briefly clarify the terminology, a documentation or a documentation body is a whole set of documentation documents. For example in case of a JavaDoc documentation of an API a documentation body is the set of all the JavaDoc HTML pages. A documentation unit is a part of documentation that concerns one program element. Again, in case of the JavaDoc documentation a documentation unit for a method is an HTML component with full method description. Finally a documentation fragment is a part of a documentation unit. To a documentation unit belongs all the documentation that concerns a single program element. A documentation fragment does not have to cover all the documentation concerning a given program element.
Documentation phrases
In our work we want to leverage documentation phrases where the same or similar documentation fragments (part of sentence, sentence, a set of sentences) can be found across the software system or across multiple systems. Documentation phrases are reoccurring documentation fragments and they introduce redundancy in the documentation. In work of Horie et al. [6] the documentation phrases are likened to crosscutting concerns from aspect oriented programming (AOP). As an advice in AOP defines some behavior (advice) that has to be included (woven) on multiple places a documentation phrase defines a documentation fragment that has to be included on multiple places in documentation. Related documentation fragments representing one documentation phrase document pieces of source code 2 that share semantics or a design decision. In the AOP analogy the shared property is the implementation concern that crosscuts multiple implementation units. The documentation phrase may define the documentation fragments that express some semantic property, e.g., that a documented program element(s) is a part of graphic user interface. Or the meaning of the documentation phrase might be a design decision, e.g., saying that the documented program element(s) is a part of factory design pattern. To illustrate what we mean by a documentation phrase we will use one of the obvious examples from the industry. The Swing library for component graphical user interfaces in Java is not thread safe. When working in multithreaded system with one of its components that are affected by this property one has to pay extra caution and has to use so called Event Dispatch Thread to safely work with the Swing components. In the JavaDoc documentation of the Swing framework the documentation unit for each affected class there is a text snippet that warns the library clients about this danger. As an example we can use the JPanel implementation and its JavaDoc as shown in figure 1 . For each affected class a following HTML snippet has to be included in its JavaDoc comment: <p> <strong>Warning:</strong>Swing is not thread safe. For more information see <a href="package-summary.html#threading">Swing's Threading Policy</a>.
The set of documentation snippets that appear on multiple places in documentation (like the about thread safety in documentation for JPanel, JButton, JLabel, etc.) we consider a documentation phrase. The phrase about Swing not being thread safe we will call the NotThreadSafe documentation phrase. This example of a documentation phrase also illustrates how hard can be mining some semantic information about a piece of code. This information about the JPanel class, although relevant for a programmer, is not present formally merely in the class itself but is a consequence of the design of the whole library. It indicates that just the analysis of the source code would be too complicated. If we ended the discussion of documentation phrases here, we would end up with the same results as Horie et al. [6] that was the main inspiration for our work. However, we went a little bit further. In the case of the NotThreadSafe phrase there is only exactly the same documentation snippet copy-pasted across the JavaDoc documentation. But after examining the idea of documentation phrases more thoroughly that covering just exactly the same documentation fragments unjustifiably limits the application of documentation phrases. In many cases the shared semantic or design property of the source is parametrized. One can easily imagine a case when a class is an implementation of the Adapter design pattern and the documentation has to inform the reader about this fact. However, in such a case it might be required that it also informs the reader which class it adapts (lets call it 'adaptee') but also which other classes need this adaptation (who could not use the 'adaptee' without the adapter). This information changes between each particular adapter design pattern instance. If we would stick to the strict definition of the documentation phrase as the set of the same documentation fragments occurring on multiple places across the documentation body, we would not be able to cover cases like this one. Therefore we will accept a definition of documentation phrase that allows parametrization as in the definition 1.
Definition 1.
Documentation phrase is a set of documentation fragments that all document the same semantic or design property that is shared by the documented program elements. These documentation fragments are all either exactly the same in formulation or they differ only in a small segments that match the parametrization of the corresponding semantic or design property.
To differ between the case of the same documentation fragments and the case with parametrization we will talk about static documentation phrase and parametrized documentation phrase. The discovery of the parametrized documentation phrases are the first contribution of our work. As an example of the static documentation phrase we have mentioned the NotThreadSafe phrase. More examples can be found also in the paper by Horie et al. [6] . As an practical example of a parametrized documentation phrase we will refer to the Deprecated (or Obsolete) documentation phrase. This documentation phrase documents the design decision that the corresponding documented program elements became obsolete in some point of the program/API evolution and its usage is deprecated. As an example of an obsolete API component we can use the appendText(String) method of the java.awt.TextArea class. This method is deprecated since JDK version 1.1 and its functionality is replaced by the append(String) method. Exactly this information is provided by the JavaDoc documentation unit for the appendText(String) as we can see in figure 2. The JavaDoc comment of this methods looks like the following code excerpt. We can notice that for deprecation there is already a custom JavaDoc tag that is specially treated by the JavaDoc tool. It indicates that this design decision property is quite common. In current Java Development Kit (JDK) 7 there is quite a large set of deprecated program elements. In figure 3 we can see an excerpt of the list of deprecated methods from this version of the JDK along with the documentation fragments that document the obsolescence (deprecation) of these methods 3 . As we can see the information about methods' obsolescence is expressed in multiple different ways but all those expressions always mean the same -documented program element should not be used anymore. This information could be expressed by a single unified documentation fragment, such as for example a simple text snippet saying: 'This program element is deprecated'. However, browsing the list of deprecated program elements we noticed that there are at least two types of specific pieces of information that reoccur in obsolescence documentation fragments that are directly related to obsolescence. First is the version of the API in which the program element became obsolete and the second is a link to its new replacement 4 . These two pieces of information about the obsolescence are so common that they deserve to become part of the Deprecated documentation phrase as its parameters. Thus the Deprecated documentation phrase is a parametrized phrase and it is parametrized by two parameters, the version since which the documented program element is not supported anymore and the replacement of the deprecated documented program element. 
Issues with documentation phrases
Currently existing documentation phrases are handled quite cumbersomely. As with the NotThreadSafe phrase in the Swing library, its instances are manually copied to all the JavaDoc comments in source files where they are needed. This fact causes unnecessary effort overhead in the following cases: Instantiating a documentation phrase -each time a new piece code (a new program element) is supposed to share a semantic or a design property with the ones that are documented by the documentation phrase, its text has to be instantiated too and copied to the right place. This may be triggered by implementing a new program element, which in case of the NotThreadSafe phrase would mean adding a new class. Then the proper text has to be found in the existing documentation and then copied to the new element's JavaDoc comment (or a documentation document in general). This means repeating writing the same text or copying it, when it could possibly be automated. Evolving a documentation phrase -over a time a documentation phrase may become obsolete and might need updating. In our NotThreadSafe example it may add some information about how to work with the affected classes. Such a change needs to be propagated to all the instances of the documentation phrase. This means going through all the program elements sharing the phrase and updating its instances. This requires a lot of error-prone and tedious work. As Shi et al. [8] conclude evolution of the API documentation is essential part of the API evolution itself. They also point out the tediousness of this work. These situations are quite common and impose a high effort overhead on keeping the documentation phrase in the source code consistent. In our work we found a new way (a new in comparison with the work of Horie et al. [6] ) how to remove these issues by using attribute-oriented programming and metaprogramming.
Annotation-based documentation phrases
The problem with documentation phrases is that they introduce redundancy in which the consistency has to be kept with manually (at least with currently used tools). In our approach we use generative programming to generate the instances of the phrase from a single template. The documentation fragment of the phrase is centralized into the template so all the evolution can be done on a single place and the documentation phrase instances will be updated automatically.
Decoupling documentation phrase from the source code
The CommentWeaver tool presented by Horie et al. in [6] uses special tags (probably inspired by JavaDoc) in the JavaDoc comments to define and instantiate static documentation phrases. With the @export tag we can declare a documentation fragment of the phrase in the JavaDoc comment of a program element. Exported fragment can be then quoted in JavaDoc comments for other program elements using the @quote tag. In their approach we see the problem in referencing the documentation phrase through the documented program element that exports the documentation fragment. In each documentation phrase one of the documented program elements must be in the role of a 'master'. The master program element exports the documentation phrase and the rest of program elements -'slaves' -just quotes the master's documentation (or just its fragment). From the design point of view this is not a very fortunate decision. In the motivational example from [6] the phrase spans only across one class and its semantic property is tightly bound to the master program element -a method. This method is used by all the other methods documented by the phrase and that is the reason why the property is propagated to other methods. In this example this method is truly the master and the other methods, slaves, use it. However, that cannot be generalized. There is not an obvious master class (or component) that started propagation of the NotThreadSafe documentation phrase. Which class would be the proper one to export the documentation fragment? Why would the JPanel documentation quote JButton's documentation? Or vice versa? We believe that in situations like this one using the CommentWeaver documentation phrase 'master-slave' model is not correct and might obscure working with documentation phrases. In our approach we move the documentation fragment representing the phrase away from the source code to external file that will become a documentation phrase template. The documentation phrase does not have to consider any program element as dominant in the phrase. The lack of thread safety in Swing does not have in a single class that all the other use or extend. We want the documentation phrase instances to be indicated rather by expressing the property than by referencing to other program elements that have the same property. Instead of a reference such as @quote(JPanel) we want to be able to just declare the documented property of the program element, e.g., by using tag @NotThreadSafe. We believe that this approach will be more transparent and expressive, since the tag/annotation @NotThreadSafe already gives the reader a hint about the documented property. Of course, here we mean the reader of the source code (the author of the code, a new programmer in the team, etc.), in the documentation the result would be the same in both approaches. This decoupling of the documentation phrase and the documented program elements is the second contribution of our work. Decoupling makes the documentation phrase less implementation oriented and more transparent and easier to use. One has to remember just the property, and not the program element that exports it. Remembering the master program element does not have to be always problem. However, if the exporting program element is not obvious root and cause of the phrase propagation then the situation will be confusing.
Instantiation with source code annotations
As we have already stated in the introduction, the best time to store the mental model of the implementation is in the time of the implementation. In that time the mental model is still clear. So ideally the same tool (editor) should cover both implementation and documentation. Following this philosophy JavaDoc comments are written in the IDE directly to the source code. The same idea is behind CommentWeaver. We do not want to change this design decision of the tool support. However, we want to provide better support from the tools for the author of the documentation. Although standard JavaDoc tags are supported in most Integrated Development Environments (IDE) by means of code completion and on-the-fly syntax checking, custom tags do not enjoy this support. Writing our own language for comments, whether using JavaDoc custom tags or our own custom syntax, would miss this support. To provide it we would have to implement plugins for multiple IDEs or implement at least one and restrict the user to use one single IDE. In our work we achieved the required tool support in multiple IDEs for free. As a documentation phrase language platform we have used a language technique that is meant to provide an extension point for adding new language constructs -attribute-oriented programming (@OP). @OP is a program level marking technique [9, 10] that uses declarative marks to annotate program elements. These marks are usually called source code annotations. Modern IDEs and editors support annotations just the same way as any other language constructs (like loops, conditions, etc.). Annotations seem to be the perfect tool for expressing the property of the source code. They annotate program elements and therefore are present directly in the source code. They are supported by the tools that are used by programmers by providing code completion, syntax highlighting and on-the-fly syntax checking. And since they do not affect program semantics there is no risk of side effects. Our approach is still closely related to JavaDoc. @OP itself has roots in the JavaDoc tags and xDoclet 5 . However, JavaDoc tags are not as appealing as the Java annotations. Custom tags in JavaDoc miss the support (code completion, etc.) from the IDE tools because they are not a part of the Java language. Their extending and processing is not a part of standard Java tools. Java annotations on the other hand provide standard tools to be processed both in compile time (Annotation Processors) and in runtime (reflection). Therefore there is also a lower chance of reuse for the custom JavaDoc tags that would be used to express the documented property of the source code. If the documented property is expressed by Java annotations (so called semantic and design annotations) thanks to standard tools the same annotations can be easily used by other approaches to simplify programmer's life. Using JavaDoc tags and taglets/doclets limits the reuse of the documented property. Semantic and design annotations provided by a programmer in our method are the apparatus for expressing the documented design and/or semantic property of the source code. An annotation used for documentation phrase instantiation will be called phrase annotation. Our main argument for using standard source code annotations instead of custom technologies like JavaDoc tags is tools reuse. They are fully supported by IDE editors with code completion, syntax highlighting and on-the-fly syntax checking. But this is not the only added value to using the annotations. There are other approaches that use semantic and design annotations. The phrase annotations from our approach can be then reused in aspect-oriented programming [11, 12] to reduce pointcut fragility, the design annotations can be used to preserve design patterns in the code [13] or to support using design patterns [14] by metaprogramming techniques. Annotations are also used as an input for many generators [15, 16] . In some cases semantic and design annotations can be used to generate even program artifacts, not merely the documentation. This our work is closely related to our work presented in [17] where we used annotations to generate study materials from teachers solution of a case study. Since phrase annotations express some meaningful information about the source code they can be used as basis for concern-oriented source code projections that we present in [18] . Other significant benefit of using source code annotations is the fact that there are already plenty of design or semantic annotations used in programming languages. We can reuse existing annotations to document annotated program elements. We could provide many examples, but just to illustrate the idea we will return to our Deprecated documentation phrase. If you are a Java programmer you already know that deprecated (or obsolete) program elements should be (and usually also are) marked with the java.lang.Deprecated annotation. This is a design annotation that indicated that the annotated program element is deprecated. Currently this annotation is not used to generate documentation as we would want to. But it is used by other tools. For example, IDEs use strikethrough font for names of deprecated program elements to indicate that those elements should not be used anymore (see figure 4) . The same annotation is used by Java compiler to warn programmer that he/she is using a deprecated method, as in the following output:
Warning:(14, 13) java: appendText(java.lang.String) in java.awt.TextArea has been deprecated With our approach we can just bind a template with a documentation phrase to existing @Deprecated annotation. Using a documentation phrase we could unify the documentation fragments that are currently used to document obsolescence (just by looking at figure 3 we can see that there are multiple different formulations of the documentation fragment documenting obsolescence). In the industry there are many other annotations, used by frameworks as configuration, or for other purposes, and that express source code properties that should be documented. In most cases they are already documented, but the documentation is managed manually and not effectively. The annotation-based approach to documentation phrase instantiation is the third contribution of our work.
Binding annotations to documentation phrases
Annotations are defined by their annotation types. Annotation type for annotation is like a class of an object in object oriented programming. For example, in Java language if we want to use following @ProxyFor annotation: @ProxyFor(value = Entity.class) public class EntityProxy { :
we will need to define its annotation type. In this case the name of the annotation type will be ProxyFor and annotation will have one property named value of the Class type. Its annotation type will look like the following code snippet: public @interface ProxyFor { Class value(); } However, not all the annotation types in the program source are used for documentation phrases. We need to have means to indicate which annotation types are used for documenting and to express binding between documenting annotation type and its documentation phrase template. For this we decided to use the same approach as for indicating documented properties -we use a semantic metaannotation (annotation for annotating annotation types) to express this semantic property of the annotation types. This metaannotation will indicate that an annotated annotation type defines annotations that are also used for documenting their target program elements. Moreover a metaannotation will bind the annotation type with its documentation phrase template. There might be more information about the templating engine that should be used, what is the output format of the documentation, etc. And finally, it can annotate itself to bind it with a documentation phrase, e.g., a static documentation snippet like 'This annotation type is documented with documentation phrases. Using its annotations will invoke documentation generation.'. This way the documentation phrases will be used to document usage of documentation phrases. Lets us have a look at how we want to use annotations to implement documentation phrase support. Considering our NotThreadSafe documentation phrase example, we can define a new annotation type @NotThreadSafe as a marker annotation. For binding we will use a simple marker @Documenter metaannotation. It will indicate that annotated annotation type supports documentation phrases. Binding to appropriate phrase template will be done using naming conventions 6 -the documentation tool will expect that in source root directory there will be a template with a name that equals the simple name of the annotation type. Considering that the annotation type @NotThreadSafe looks like following then there has to exist a template in a file with NotThreadSafe name in the root directory.
@Retention(RetentionPolicy.SOURCE) @Documenter public @interface NotThreadSafe {}
Since the @NotThreadSafe annotation is used just for documentation phrase, there is no sense in keeping this annotation until the runtime. Therefore we have marked it with the @Retention metaannotation to be discarded by the compiler. The @NotThreadSafe annotations are semantic annotations since they explicitly express a semantic property of their target program elements -they say that annotated elements must be used with caution because they are affected by the library not being thread safe. Now instead of copying around the text of the documentation pattern the programmer just needs to use this annotation to annotate affected program elements. In the case of the JPanel, it would mean the following: /** * ... the rest of JavaDoc comment ... */ @NotThreadSafe public class JPanel ...
It is not only short and concise, but even easy to write thanks to the editor support mentioned earlier (code completion, etc.). Thanks to this support writing annotation instead of writing down documentation phrase fragment into the comment (or documentation) is much faster and easier. Populating the documentation with the phrase text is the responsibility of the tool. The tool would find the annotations, instantiate their templates to get final text of the documentation and then inject the documentation on appropriate places in the documentation (or even generate the full documentation of there is not manually written documentation yet).
Documentation phrase parametrization
Phrase annotations declare instances of the documentation phrases in the source code. They indicate that the annotated program element exhibit the documented property and therefore the documentation phrase has to be applied to it. In case of the Deprecated documentation phrase its application would mean preparing a text snippet saying that the annotated program element is obsolete. Optionally we could provide information about the version when it became obsolete and a link to its replacement. The task of the tool support in our approach is to fill in variable parts in the template according to the phrase instance and to output the instantiated phrase to documentation. In case of the Deprecated phrase the template might look like following (we are using the notation of the Velocity templating engine 7 ): <p> <strong>Warning:</strong> ${annotatedElement} is obsolete from version ${version}. It is replaced by ${replacement}.
</p>
In this template we have three variables (or parameters). The $annotatedElement parameter should be filled with a name of the annotated program element. This is easy to achieve since the standard annotation processing APIs provide interface to extract this information. However, in case of parametrized documentation phrases we need to somehow add other pieces of information to the source code that would be used to fill in variable parts in phrase templates. In the example above the $version and the $replacement parameters can hardly be obtained by code analysis. Here the solution is quite simple and it fits nicely with our approach. In the source code the instance of a documentation phrase is represented by a design or semantic annotation. It is only logical to represent documentation phrase parametrization by annotation parametrization. In such a case an annotation would not be a simple marker annotation, but rather a parametrized annotation. Annotation parametrization matches phrase parametrization. Here we would like to mention that this match does not have to be 1:1. All the parameters of the documentation phrase have to have a counterpart in annotation properties. Documentation phrase author might allow exception if he provides a default value for a template parameter. But surely not all of annotation properties have to have a counterpart in the phrase. If the annotation is used for other purposes than documentation then some of its parameters will be required by its clients while they will not be interesting for a documentation phrase. Matching between phrase parameters and annotation parameters can be designed pretty straightforward. In our prototype implementation we have used naming conventions. A documentation phrase parameter has to be named the same as corresponding annotation parameter. Again, in practice we could provide means for customization. Considering the Deprecated documentation phrase template above the @Deprecated annotation parameters would look like following: Using parametrized documentation phrases shows the full strength of the documentation phrases.
Approach overview
For a clearer explanation of the method we provide a simple scheme in figure 5 . Here a new role in the software development occurs -the documentation developer. His task is to prepare the documentation templates and their annotation types that are needed in the system. This new role will not be exclusive. We expect that most of the documentation phrases will be discovered only after the start of the system development and these discoveries will be done by ordinary developers. Some source code property will be documented once, twice, then three times, and only after that the programmer will notice that there is reoccurring documentation fragment. He/she will get to the role of documentation developer. He/she will identify a document fragment and its parameters, prepare a template and phrase annotation type. Then he/she will use annotations to remove reoccurring documentation fragments from the documentation. But after that any other programmer working on the same system will have access to this new annotation-based documentation phrase. While the author is one of the programmers, phrase users will be many. Still, any of developers/programmers can become a documentation developer. Each one can discover a new documentation phrase. This approach centralizes the documentation phrase text in a single place -the template. This removes issues with documentation patterns that we introduced in section 2. Every time a new documentation phrase instance comes up, instead of copying the text just annotating the appropriate program element is needed. And when the documentation phrase needs to evolve, it can be done simply by changing the template and running the tool. With this method we de facto say that semantic and design annotations are the formal documentation of the source code.
Tool prototype
As an experiment we have implemented a tool prototype named ADoc 8 . ADoc is an annotation-based documentation phrase instantiator. Its purpose is to verify the assumptions about the applicability of of our annotation-based documentation phrase instantiation.
Technologies
As an implementation language we chose Java because of its mature support for the source code annotations. Easy processing of the annotations is supported with the AbstractProcessor class from the Annotation Processing Tool (APT) technology. Annotation Processor technology is a standard compile-time annotation processing framework. By sublassing the AbstractProcessor class from the APT we got simple and nice interface for accessing annotations and their annotated program elements. We use this interface to search for documentation phrase instances indicated by the annotations. After finding the annotations we use the APT API to extract annotation parameters and the name of the annotated program element that are needed for the template instantiation. As a templating engine we decided to use Haskell programming language. From the point of view of our approach the specific templating engine is not important. Therefore we decided to experiment with a technology that is not specifically dedicated to templating. One of the reason why we chose Haskell was the elegance of its pattern matching that is nice for creating conditional templates. Moreover in that time we were also doing research on language composition so we have used this opportunity to experiment with composing Java and Haskell. For the purposes of our ADoc tool we have used simple Haskell methods. For each annotation one Haskell function sharing the name with the annotation has to be defined that takes as arguments the annotated program element name and all the parameters of the corresponding annotation. The definition of the function has to return a string that is the instantiated template. This function is run by the tool using interactive Haskell interpreter GHCi. And finally, as the output format of the ADoc tool we have chosen the most famous internal documentation formatJavaDoc. We inject the final documentation snippets into the JavaDoc HTML pages. To find the appropriate place to inject the text we have to search the javadoc directory to find the HTML page with the JavaDoc docummentation for annotated program element. Then the page has to be processed and the documentation phrases inserted. For this purposes we use the jsoup HTML parser for Java.
Architecture
The overall architecture of the ADoc tool is sketched in figure 6 . The Template Instantiator component uses APT and GHCi to prepare texts for documentation phrase instances. We use APT API to find all @Documenter annotations to dynamically find out which annotation types should be documented. Then again the APT allows us to search for and process annotations of these annotation types. After obtaining all the necessary information for templates instantiation. GHCi Haskell interpreter is used to interpret Haskell source files that represent phrase templates. We have also implemented a simple Haskell template function prototype generator as part of the Template Instantiator. The generator simplifies using our tool, since the documentation developer does not have to write the declaration and type prototype of the Haskell template and he/she can focus on the template body. There may be more than just one document phrase concerning one target program element. These documentation fragments have to be composed to a single documentation fragment before injecting it to the documentation for each program element. This is the task of the Documentation Composer component. In our prototype implementation the Documentation Composer component just simple concatenates the documentation fragments into one. Finally, the Documentation Injector takes care of injecting the composed documentation fragments into the JavaDoc pages. Here we process the HTML with the jsoup parser and using CSS selectors we search for the documentation part with the detail description of the target program element. Then we just add a div block with class id set to generatedADoc to mark it as generated content. It is used so that with multiple runs of the tool the injected documentation phrases will not redundantly multiply. If there is already a div block with this class then we just replace its contents with newly generated documentation fragment.
Deprecated phrase experiment
We used the example of the Deprecated documentation phrase as a testing case. We created our own dummy appendText(String) method and a documented parametrized @Deprecated annotation type (its annotation type was already presented in section 3.4). Then we defined the appendText(String) as follows: /** * Method appends text to currently shown text. * @param text to be appended */ @Deprecated(version = "1.1", replacement = "append(String)") public void appendText(String text) { :
Instead of copying the warning only the annotation is added to the method declaration. The text of the warning is now located at single place, the deprecated.hs Haskell template file that contains the definition of the deprecated function. We implemented a simple template generation that works according to the documented annotation type. According to the Deprecated annotation type from section 3.4 we generated the following Haskell function prototype (-starts one line comments):
--function type prototype for main.annotations.Deprecated, the first argument --is a name of annotated element, it is followed by the annotation parameters, --and a result of function call is a documentation fragment for the annotation deprecated :: String -> String -> String -> String --function prototype, change according to main.annotations.Deprecated's semantics deprecated annotatedElement version replacement = "Dummy documentation fragment."
Right away the tool user (in the role of documentation developer) has a simple prototype of the phrase template. Now all we need to do is to replace the function body to implement the proper phrase template. The resulting documentation phrase template, showing how the function parameters match the annotated element and the annotation parameters by naming conventions (++ is a concatenation operator in Haskell, variables do not have to use the $ sign as in the velocity templating engine), is presented as follows (comments are omitted):
deprecated :: String -> String -> String -> String deprecated annotatedElement version replacement = "<p><strong>Warning:</strong> " ++ annotatedElement ++ " is obsolete from version " ++ version ++ ". It is replaced by " ++ replacement ++ ".</p>"
After running the JavaDoc generator we got regular JavaDoc documentation. Then we ran our tool that injected documentation phrases and got the expected result, as figure 7 shows.
Original JavaDoc
Injected documentation phrase Figure 7 . JavaDoc of the appendText(String) method before and after running ADoc tool.
Related work
Literate programming [1] is a method where the view of the relation between software implementation and its documentation is reversed. In classic programming a programmer writes code and annotates it with comments explaining it. In literate programming the programmer writes documentation and annotates it with implementation fragments. Elucidative programming [19] is a successor of literate programming. It returns to the classic model and simulates the close relation between documentation and the code with tools by using navigational links. Comparing to our method literate programming was trying to change the programmers' views of the documentation but it did not deal with documentation phrases. Elucidative programming could be used to emulate our work, documentation phrase would be specified in one place and navigational links would be specified for each phrase instance. However, it does not support phrase parametrization. JavaDoc is a tool that facilitates comments to allow writing documentation along with the code. These comments are semi-structured, they have defined some tags that are handled in specific way by the JavaDoc tool. Documentation phrases can be implemented by taglets or doclets, but JavaDoc tags miss the reuse of the tools as we have argued in section 3.2. In JavaDoc we can already find standard tags, such as @version, @throws, @parameter, etc., that can be considered implementation of documentation phrases. Using standard tag will trigger special treatment for its parameters that follow them. For example, using @parameter followed by Java identifier will result in JavaDoc documentation that will say that given Java identifier is one of the parameters of a method to which the documentation unit belongs. Intentional source code views [7] are sets of related program elements that share some intention. A shared intention can be considered a documentation phrase. In intentional views the intentions of the source code are specified using logic metaprogramming. The problem is that they provide means to add the key information to the code, but they do not support creating its human-readable form as we do through templates. Maalej et al. in [20] present a study of knowledge patterns in API reference documentation (important subset of internal documentation). Their knowledge patterns are at higher abstraction than our documentation phrases. They define patterns as knowledge types that categorize types of information expressed by a particular documentation unit (a piece of API documentation bound to one particular API element [6] is a the closest one to ours and it was our main inspiration. They look at the problem from the aspect-oriented perspective. The documentation phrases that appear in multiple places in documentation they perceive as croscutting concerns in documentation. They present a tool CommentWeaver that allows weaving documentation phrases the same way as are advices woven in aspect-oriented programming. The main difference between our work and the work of Horie et al. is our support of phrase parametrization that allows capturing even more complex documentation phrases. We also differ in the implementation of the tool support for the documentation phrases. They implemented the CommentWeaver in spirit of JavaDoc custom tags. They implemented new tags applicable in JavaDoc comments that are used to weave the documentation phrases across the whole documentation body. We used standard Java annotations as binding mechanism to get IDE support for free and to promote using phrase annotations by other tools working with annotations.
Our first results and vision of this research was presented at international conference Informatics'2013 as a short version of this paper [5] . That paper provides short motivation and overview of our method. Shi et al. in [8] present an empirical quantitative study of API documentation evolution.
In [8] they analyze which parts of documentation are frequently revised, how often these revisions indicate behavioral changes in API and how often do these revisions occur. The contribution of their work is in emphasizing the importance of API documentation evolution in order to prevent defects in software using the given API. In context of our work the work of Shi et al. shows that API documentation evolution is a frequent occurrence thus supporting motivation for our semi-automatic documentation phrases generation. They also noticed the cumbersomeness of evolving JavaDoc standard tags and they call for better tool support for refactoring thus supporting our argument for using standard Java annotations as documentation phrase instantiators.
Besides the works in field of documentation and program comprehension it is interesting to mention some works with annotations. Design annotations are used to explicitly express design decisions concerning annotated program elements. Sabo et al. [13] use them to preserve the design patterns in source code during the development and evolution of the system. The tool can check whether a design pattern was not violated by evolution. Kajsa et al. [14] builds their work on the work of Sabo et al. but adds tool support for design pattern artifacts generation and also for design pattern evolution. Semantic annotations [11, 12] are used mainly in aspect oriented programming to deal with the fragile pointcut problem. They are used to express semantic properties of the source code that can later be used to bind some code to annotated program elements by weaving process. Design and semantic annotations are used in our work in [18] for concern-oriented source code projections. Projections aim to provide dynamic source code structuring that should help the programmer easier understanding of the code and provide faster orientation. These works show that using such annotations may have an added value in more fields than just in generating documentation. All these advantages that can be obtained by using these annotation indicate that our approach has potential to be adapted.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper we have presented our research in the field of documentation phrases. Reoccurring documentation fragments that express crosscutting concerns in documentation impose high redundancy. As a consequence there are issues with keeping them consistent during the development and evolution of a software system. There have been some results in the field, however we were able to provide new contributions. We have identified documentation phrase parametrization that widens the application area of documentation phrases. To deal with the issues with documentation phrases we have proposed a method of annotation-based documentation phrase instantiation. This method allows to centralize the text of the documentation phrase to a single place and to automatically inject its instances to the appropriate places in the documentation. Using standard source code annotations instead of custom comments gives us standard editing features like code completion for free. Annotations are first class citizens of the host language and as such they are directly supported by IDEs. Documentation phrases with our method can be used to simplify documenting source code. A programmer will document the code formally, by annotating it with semantic and design annotations and the appropriate documentation will be created by a tool, thus reducing risks of documentation inconsistencies and simplifying its evolution. This summarizes the contributions of our work.
As for the future, the open question is how to annotate program elements to obtain as much as possible from the annotations. As we argued in section 6 the semantic and design annotations are used in other works. A methodology of annotating source code in a way that annotations could be useful for multiple approaches would greatly increase the importance of semantic and design annotations. We also plan to do an experimental research in this field and analyze the practical applicability of the method. This will include searching documentation bodies for existing instances of documentation phrases. Furthermore we want to analyze the usability of existing annotations for documenting source code.
